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Reading time: 5 minutesFover 24 June 2019, Employment Minister Hanif Dhakiri implemented the need for changes to Employment Act (UUK) number 13 of the 2003 Employment Act (UUK). Hanif Dhakiri makes the analogy of beleids work with dried kanebo in an equally rigid sense in response to economic development. Hanif Dhakiri's sentence is a response to entrepreneurs' complaints. On 13 June
2019, representatives of the Indonesian Entrepreneurs' Association (Apindo), the Indonesian Chamber of Commerce (Kadin) and the Indonesian Association of Young Entrepreneurs (Hipmi) met with President Joko Widodo. Apindo hopes the new government can create a more flexible labour market by revising the UUK. This year's UUK review attempt is the fifth attempt. The first experiment was
conducted in 2006. At the time, the Uuk revision involved five major universities in Indonesia. The second attempt was made in 2010, then in 2017 and 2018. At the 2017 National Workforce Supervision Meeting, the head of kemnaker's Law Office confirmed that he had formed a change discussion team to draft the UUK 13 academic text and supervision. The extent of the academic text and the
government's proposed legislation are not yet known. In line with the idea of revising UUK 13, the National Law Development Agency of the Ministry of Law and Human Rights has published a report and analysis of 2018 labour law. It argues that UUK 13 should be replaced by the proposal to repeal the sectoral minimum wage, abolish the rights to menstrual leave, limit the rights to strike, seize new items
of misconduct, eliminate the money from the employment allowance in terminations and set the amount of money in the law as the maximum amount. Certainly, UUK 13 amandamen was included in the 2015-2019 Prolegnas with The 2004 Industrial Relations Dispute Settlement Act No. 2, the Wage System Bill and the Employment Surveillance Bill, the Domestic Worker Protection Bill, and the Indonesian
Workers' Protection Bill Abroad. All four are not included in the priority or cumulative Prolegnas. This year's argument on the UUK amendment is no different from the previous year. UUK revisions are expected to attract more investment and create broader employment opportunities. This is a relatively recent reason why some of the UUK articles have been subject to judicial review and do not respond to
the development of the digital economy. In particular, Apiendo proposes to examine articles relating to the value of and the calculation of wages based on productivity. Reducing employment opportunities The flexible labour market is defined as a policy that facilitates the recruitment and layoff of workers by employers based on production needs. Allowing the capital to double in times of crisis. That is, let
the financier function as he pleases. State interference in the labour market should be reduced Abolished. The design of flexible labour markets is promoted by international financial institutions in developing countries as a recipe for socio-economic development. The IMF (International Monety Fund) and the World Bank propose to the Indonesian Government the concept of a flexible labour market, using
various agreements as a condition of debt disbursement. In 2004, the Indonesian Government incorporated the concept of a flexible labour market into the 2004-2009 rpjmn (National Long-Term Development Plan). In general, the flexible labour market includes external and internal flexibility (Eiler, 2000). External flexibility relates to recruitment and redundancy mechanisms. The operational concept is the
availability and ease of recruitment of the workforce, the adjustment of the use of work and the termination of employment. Hiring and termination of employment involving state agencies is seen as a distraction from flexibility. The practice can model the volume of jobs to third parties, homeworkers, the distribution of labour by private institutions and the recruitment of temporary workers aka contract
workers. Internal flexibility refers to flexible working hours, flexible wages and flexible functions aka workers who can manage different types of skills and jobs. Internal flexibility practices can be found in various work models, such as a worker who manages various jobs (multitasking), inflation-adjusted wage arrangements or performance units, adding a target for the work to be achieved within a certain time
frame (intensification of work). It can also be added about learning policies. Of course, it is very unlikely that it will change the minimum working age of 18 to decrease, as was tested in the 2006 UUK review, as it would elicit a negative international response. As a result, apprenticeship policies can be seen as part of the creation of a labour market by targeting potential young workers of less working age
than the provisions of the legislation. It also creates a ready-to-use skilled workforce. The working age limit (18 years), which is one of the achievements of the labour movement, is abolished by apprenticeship policies. Read more: How did the IMF and the World Bank Group disec our rights? The labour flexibility aspects mentioned above are now part of UUK 13. However, according to the National
Development Planning Agency (Bappenas) (2004), employment legislation is even less flexible. Bappenas recommends expanding contract workers for all types of contract workers set the minimum wage for bipartisan and individual wages, facilitate termination with lower departure rates, and remove workplace protections. Since then, government reports on economic development have repeated the
same phrase: UUK is not in favour of investment. Finally, from 2018, the World Bank and the IMF, IMF, enable developing countries to increase labour flexibility in order to attract investors. However, since UUK 13 has worked the labour situation has worsened. For example, the hiring mechanisms that were handed over to the market led companies to apply for a job. Another example is the type of contract
employment that is limited to five types of work with two contracts, the practice applies to all types of jobs with more than one contract time. In general, flexible labour market practices improve the informalization of workers in the formal sector, creating lower working conditions, uncertainty of income and social well-being, and weakening workers and trade unions. The circular path of flexibility because it has
been controversial, the UUK revision plan may have been cancelled. He will then appear in Prolegnas in the coming period. However, what is worth noting is the exit from the termination policy on the other side by exchanging it in a policy that is considered to be appropriate to the demands of some unions. As it is called, Apiendo considers termination policies too costly and overlaps with the guarantees of
yesteryear and pension guarantees. Apindo proposes to replace termination policies with private-sector-managed security and social security schemes with state financial resources, employers and work contributions (Apindo, 2015). This is reflected in the idea of unemployment insurance. Several national unions have made positive comments on plans to expand pension guarantee schemes and
unemployment benefit schemes for victims of redundancy in the form of unemployment benefit (UB) and the Skills Development Fund (SDF). Read more: Privatisation, flexibility and union dismunisation Also note that the article on severance pay is part of the wage policy of The Government Regulation 78 of 2015. Although the government has indicated that it will soon review PP 78, it is difficult to say that
the termination policy would not be issued by such regulations. Hanif Dhakiri indicated that the revision of PP 78 is being consulted and assures that it will not change on the minimum wage formula. Reflecting on the ratification of the 2003 Employment Bill 13 and the Industrial Relations Litigation Courts Act 2004 (IPSI). Without an academic scenario and without waiting for the approval of all unions, both
laws were passed. At the time, Transport Minister Jacob Nuwa Wea succeeded in consolidating union leaders and forming a small team. The small team was involved in the formulation of UUK and the IPH Act. A similar experience ratification of PP 78, which was adopted despite the rejection of almost all trade unions. After all, over the past five years, as demonstrated by the surfi-ctivity that preceded 1
May, Hanif Dhakiri has always succeeded in consolidating national trade union leaders. Currently, trade unions the national government has taken the decision to reject the revised article plan on severance pay in UUK 13. The dat lause is one of the calls of the wave of mass action against the revision of UUK 13 in previous years. Of course, this applies to unions with the majority of their permanent work
members. Unfortunately, over the past decade, the proportion of permanent workers in the industrial sector as a whole continues to decline. In various industrial sectors, the number of contract workers can reach 90 per cent of the total number of workers. That is, in order to counter the 2013 UUK revision plan, in particular the expansion of labour flexibility, union administrators need to think seriously about
the approach and the invitation of potential workers and workers to make flexible policies in the labour market. Flexibility of work is a key word in understanding the state of work, but it must be discussed in the daily lives of workers. Work.
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